Converting Printed Arabic Text Images
into Editable Text
An efficient method to automatically convert printed Arabic text images to editable text.
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Market Need
When we have a hardcopy of an Arabic document
that needs updating, a printed Arabic magazine

to provide it as an online service that can be used
by different users via the internet.

article that we need to create an editable text
version of it, or when we receive an electronic
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update the text, we can convert all of these
documents into a digital format with fully
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Moreover, such methodology can be tuned for
recognizing Arabic car plates with an accuracy
approaching 100% for clear photos of the plates.
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Competitive Advantage
Several aspects of our technique resulted in the
high recognition rates. Our technique is based on
a novel hierarchical sliding window technique
with overlapping and non-overlapping windows

Patent Protection
This technology is protected by the issued US
patent number US8150160.

which is reported for the first time. The achieved
high recognition rates using the methodology
indicate the effectiveness of the used technique.
The achieved accuracy has reached as high as
99.9% for single font recognition.
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